Press release 22nd December 2022

ALL FOR ITALY AT FIEMME TOUR DE SKI
PELLEGRINO UNCERTAIN, BUT WHAT A TEAM!

Team manager Stauder not anticipating, not confirming yet still not denying…
Likely 16 names for Italy at Tour de Ski
Three adrenaline races from January 6th to 8th in Fiemme
Norway confirms World Cup leaders Golberg and Weng, Klæbo too

Alfred “Freddy” Stauder is the team manager of Italian cross-country skiing and these days, despite his busy schedule, enjoys his good situation with the positive results from his team, among both women and men.
He is currently focused on Tour de Ski, starting in Switzerland, moving then to Germany and ending in January on the Italian snow of Val di Fiemme. Three days of competitions with CT Sprint, 15 km Mass Start in Lago di Tesero and Final Climb on Alpe Cermis for an exciting end.
Many countries are now confirming their teams, Italy not yet. Nothing is official, but between telling and hushing, the Italian team for the 17th Tour de Ski might be of 16 athletes. Betting on the names, as Stauder does not confirms but neither denies, we may see: De Fabiani, Graz, Ventura, Salvadori, Nöckler, Ticcò, Mocellini, Abram and Barp. What about Pellegrino? He has already anticipated he would have preferred fatherhood to Tour de Ski, perhaps his victory in Davos putting him at the third place of the Cup standings might have changed the situation. Stauder seems to be setting all for Chicco’s presence; anyway, start lists can change minutes before the beginning.
Among women, we may see Ganz, Comarella, Di Centa, Pittin, Monsorno and Sanfilippo, who could probably take part to Val Müstair’s Sprint. She did well in Livigno and at the European Cup, and she will be given an opportunity with the Sprint. This might also be a chance for the recovered biathlete to be part of the national team for Planica’s World Championships.
Norway confirmed World Cup’s leaders Paal Golberg and Tiril Udnes Weng, together with 2022 Tour’s winner Johannes Høsflot Klæbo.
We met Stauder, looking satisfied: “We have a strong group now, it’s working and you can see it. Everyone is happy and calm. Markus Cramer has been doing a vertical job, exchanging views with Milano-Cortina’s and Junior’s coaches. There will be a CT Sprint in Planica, so the one in Fiemme will be a good test, if Pellegrino comes, he would certainly try his best. Let’s see with the others: De Fabiani always believes he can do something and his goal is the Mass Start in Lago di Tesero, he has been giving good vibes but he needs to be more determined in what he does. Among women, Caterina Ganz is doing well, Francesca Franchi is in a good shape too but we are trying to take her step by step to European and World Cup competitions, in order to get her to the World Championships”.
Then he moves to Norwegian skiing: “Predominance has never been positive. Without Russia, there is just one competitor less, for everyone. Anyway, Norwegian supremacy is crystal-clear. We stopped them with Mocellini and Pellegrino, let’s see if we can show them one more time. That is how I see it, one should never be afraid of people, but just respect them. You should never be afraid in your life”.
What has been changing with Cramer so far among the team? “There is more volume in training – keeps on Stauder – we have a reliable person in the team, he is like a father, and he is a good one. There are things we need to learn, and we are trying to. There were no radical changes; one must know what he/she wants to do with his/her life. You have to stand by yourself if you want to be a pro, you can’t always be taken by hand. One needs to learn how to live inside and outside sport.” He parts saying: “We have been feeling good vibes lately with podiums every weekend, it has been a lot since the last time and we hope we can keep on like this”.
In the meantime, Val di Fiemme is working on the last details, whether for a World Championship, Tour de Ski or World Cup, OC and volunteers’ dedication has always been the same. The world most important TV channels are broadcasting Trentino and Val di Fiemme wants to show its beauty and wonders. 
Three days of celebration inside and outside the stadium, with many collateral events. Competitions (free access to Lago di Tesero Cross-Country Stadium and Alpe Cermis) start on Friday with 1,2 km CT Sprint (final on 12.30 am), on Saturday 15 km Mass Start for women at 11 am and for men at 1.30 pm. Last adrenaline “shake” with Final Climb for women at 11 am and men at 12.45 am.
Weekend is rich of collateral events: Coop Mini World Cup, a ‘baby’ World Cup for little skiers starting at 10 am on Saturday in Lago di Tesero; then, the appealing Rampa con i Campioni on Sunday at 9 am. Foodies can eat and drink together on Saturday night at the Winterfest under the Fiemme Party Tent and cheer their idols on Sunday in the magical atmosphere of Alpe Cermis with Tour del Gusto.

Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com



